AURORA® 3800 SERIES
Single Stage End Suction Aquatic Pumps

Standard Features

- Offered in two models:
  - 3801 Close coupled (Horizontal / Vertical)
  - 3804 Flexible coupled-frame mounted
- 316 SS Impeller
- 316 SS Shaft sleeve
- 316 SS Shaft
- Motors supplied with Internal Shaft Grounding
- Double volute on 4" discharge and larger to reduce bearing load
- Gauge taps on suction and discharge flanges
- 304 SS Motor Riser
- Casing feet for easy back pullout
- Field Convertible Conduit Box Position

Optional Features

- Base Elbow for Vertical Configuration
- 304 SS Elbow Pedestal
- Flush lines (Vertical Only)
- Epoxy coating
- NSF 50 Certification
- Several mechanical seal options (required for temperatures over 225°F)
- Discharge Increasing Elbow
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